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Topic: Status report on 3GPP release 2000 work item

Dear Mike and TSG SA WG3,

I regret that I am not able to join you at SA3#14, but would like to offer a status report on our
lawful interception efforts. Below is a brief overview. Please refer to our draft Saarbrueken
meeting report for further details.

TSG SA WG3 LI is currently progressing on the 3GPP work item Lawful Interception in the
3GPP R’2000 architecture. We have identified a list of potential and needed changes to TS
33.106 and TS 33.107. Multiple organizations in our group are providing contributions to
complete our specification updates.

Unfortunately, we were not able to complete a proposed revision to TS 33.106 at our meeting
last week for your review at SA3 # 14. We will ensure that a revision is prepared and
available for review at SA3#15 in September. Furthermore, we are working to provide an
update of TS 33.107 at SA3#16 in November 2000.  (Please note that there is an error in the
work item schedule that suggests that SA3#16 is in November 2001 when it is actually
November 2000) There has been some concern expressed within our group on open issues
related to the basic release 2000 architecture as described in 3GPP TR 23.821. These open
issues in TR 23.821 may result in a few topics noted for further study in our update to TS
33.107. Even so, a revised version of TS 33.107 will be presented at SA3 #16.

Please let me know if you have any questions. I look forward to seeing you at SA3#15.

Best regards,

Bernie McKibben
Chair TSA WG3 LI
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